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a b s t r a c t

EvoDyn-3s generates phase portraits of evolutionary dynamics, as well as data for the analysis of their
equilibria. The considered evolutionary dynamics are ordinary differential equations based on adaptive
processes taking place in a population of players who are randomly and repeatedly matched in couples to
play a 2-player symmetric normal-formgamewith three strategies. EvoDyn-3s calculates the rest points of
the dynamics using exact arithmetic, and represents them. It also provides the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
of the dynamics at the isolated rest points, which are useful to evaluate their local stability. The user only
needs to specify the 3 × 3 payoff matrix of the game and choose the dynamics.

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance

Social and biological interactions among agents whomay adopt
different actions are usually modeled as games. Frequently, these
games are studied from an adaptive or evolutionary perspective,
leading to systems of ordinary differential equations knownas evo-
lutionary game dynamics. A paradigmatic example is the replicator
dynamics [1–4], which have become a standard reference case
when analyzing adaptive processes.

In general, many of the basic properties of evolutionary game
dynamics can be illustrated using gameswith three strategies [5,6],
and applications to the evolution of cooperation are often studied
in this framework [7]. To understand and analyze evolutionary
game dynamics with three strategies, one of the most useful and
intuitive tools are phase portraits, which are geometric represen-
tations of the trajectories of the dynamical system in the phase
plane. Generating this type of graph typically requires expensive
software or customized programming, and this can present a
considerable barrier for many researchers studying evolutionary
processes. EvoDyn-3s has been designed to overcome this barrier.

Specifically, EvoDyn-3s provides high-quality print-ready vec-
tor phase portraits for a diverse group of evolutionary game dy-
namics with three strategies. Using it does not require any pro-
gramming and most of its functionality can be run with the free
Wolfram CDF Player.1 EvoDyn-3s also calculates and presents the
equilibria of the selected dynamics and performs an eigenvalue
analysis of the linearized dynamics using exact arithmetic, a feature
that is not available in other programs and can be very useful for
theoretical analysis.

The softwaremost closely related to EvoDyn-3s is Dynamo [8,9].
Dynamo is also open-source software that runs on Mathematica,
and has also been designed to create phase diagrams and other
images related to dynamical systems from evolutionary game the-
ory. Dynamo can be used to generate graphs for single-population
games with 3 or 4 strategies and for some multipopulation games.
Dynamo is more flexible and general than EvoDyn-3s, but signif-
icantly less user-friendly, and it uses numerical approximations
rather than exact arithmetic. Another software somewhat related
to EvoDyn-3s is PDToolbox [10], which is a set of functions coded
in Matlab for analyzing some evolutionary dynamics, as well as
finite-population agent-based models related to those dynam-
ics. The Python package egtplot [11] creates phase diagrams for
the replicator dynamics. While narrower in scope and less user-
friendly than EvoDyn-3s, egtplot has the commendable feature of
running on an open-source platform. Lastly, ABED [12] (Agent-
Based Evolutionary Dynamics) is also free and completely open-
source software for simulating adaptive processes, but in finite
populations. It provides a complementary approach to the analysis
of evolutionary dynamics followed in EvoDyn-3s, in the sense that
many of the adaptive processes considered and implemented in
ABED (following an agent-based approach) can be approximated
–for sufficiently large populations – by differential equations cor-
responding to the evolutionary dynamics implemented in EvoDyn-
3s.

2. Software description

EvoDyn-3s is a computable document written in Mathematica
language. The document contains the executable program, detailed
instructions on how to use it, and the source code. There is no
need to compile the code. The program can be used directly, by
simply opening the computable document with the free Wolfram
CDF Player or withMathematica.

1 EvoDyn-3s’s full functionality requiresMathematica.

Fig. 1 shows the interface of EvoDyn-3s. The left part contains
a series of input boxes and various controls that are used to set
the values of all parameters. The right part shows the main output
of the program: a phase portrait in the 2-dimensional simplex, a
table showing all the isolated rest points and the eigenvalues of
the Jacobian of the chosen dynamic at each of the isolated rest
points (if the Jacobian is defined), and another table showing the
components of rest points (if any exist).

The effect of changing the value of any parameter (except the
payoff matrix) on the phase portrait and on the computation of
rest points and eigenvalues is immediate, i.e. there is no need to
compile or rerun the program.2 Thus, for example, the user can
gradually move any parameter slider and immediately appreciate
how this change affects the output of the program.

2.1. Software architecture

EvoDyn-3s conducts the following high-level operations, which
are sketched in Fig. 2:

• Creates the system of differential equations using the fol-
lowing input provided by the user: payoff matrix, baseline
dynamic, probability of random strategy µ, and –only for
dynamics Logit and Single-match imitative logit – param-
eter η. The generated system of differential equations is of
the form (ẋ1, ẋ2, ẋ3) = f (x1, x2, x3), where xi represents the
fraction of the population using strategy i.

• Solves the system of differential equations numerically for
various initial conditions and represents the solutions. The
number of initial conditions and the length of the computed
trajectories can be controlled by the user.

• Represents a series of orbits and arrows showing the
direction of movement in the 2-dimensional simplex
{(x1, x2, x3) |

∑3
i=1xi = 1 and xi ≥ 0}.

• Colors the background of the simplex according to the speed
of the dynamic, using the color gradient selected by the user.

• Computes the rest points of the dynamic using exact arith-
metic.

• Computes numerical approximations to the isolated rest
points. Shows them in a table and represents them in the
2-dimensional simplex.

• For dynamics where the Jacobian is defined, computes the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the dynamic at the exact
isolated rest points using exact arithmetic. Computes nu-
merical approximations to the eigenvalues and shows them
in a table.

• Shows the components of rest points in a table and repre-
sents them in the 2-dimensional simplex.

2.2. Software functionalities

EvoDyn-3s generates phase portraits of evolutionary game dy-
namics, colors the background according to their speed (i.e. the
modulus of the derivative vector), calculates the rest points, and
provides the eigenvalues of the Jacobian at isolated rest points
in order to analyze their local stability (in dynamics where the
Jacobian is defined).

The user can analyze any 3 × 3 game by setting the values aij of
the 3 × 3 payoff matrix, which represent the payoff that a player
using strategy i ∈ {1, 2, 3} obtains when interacting with a player
using strategy j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. There is also a list of predefined games
that the user can choose from.

2 The payoff matrix is not updated automatically, but only when the user clicks
on the button ‘‘update’’. This is a purposeful implementation, since the user often
wants to change several payoff values at the same time.
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